J is for Jump Shot A Basketball Alphabet Sports Alphabet

By Michael Ulmer

Sleeping Bear Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Mark Braught (illustrator). Paperback. 40 pages. Dimensions: 10.8in. x 9.7in. x 0.2in. From the first jump ball and its humble beginnings at a YMCA with a couple of peach baskets, to the final buzzer and the glam of an NBA slam, basketball bounces onto your bookshelves with J is For Jump Shot. As with the other Sleeping Bear sports titles (7 titles and over 400,000 in print) it is the perfect introduction to the game. Whether reluctant or voracious, readers will be entertained as they learn the rules, fundamentals, famous players and plays. Young fans and old will find nothing but net with Mark Braughts dynamic illustrations as their many questions are answered -- What was the role of Dr. James Naismith in developing the game? Why do referees sometimes place their palm on their head? And who scored more points than any other NBA player? Mike Ulmer has written several books for Sleeping Bear Press including H is for Horse: An Equestrian Alphabet. He lives in Hamilton, Ontario. Mark Braught illustrated last falls Sleeping Bear Sport title T is for Touchdown: A Football Alphabet. He lives outside Atlanta, Georgia. This item ships...
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Reviews

Thorough guide for pdf fanatics. We have read through and I also am confident that I will gonna read once more once more later on. You wont sense monotony at whenever you want of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning in the event you request me).

-- Davon Senger

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It is actually written in basic phrases and never difficult to understand. I found out this book from my dad and I advised this publication to find out.

-- Miss Camila Schuppe III